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GENERAL NERON DESINGULARIZATION

AND APPROXIMATION

DORIN POPESCU

§ 1. Introduction

Let A be a noetherian ring (all the rings are supposed here to be
commutative with identity), α C A a proper ideal and A the completion
of A in the α-adic topology. We consider the following conditions

(WAP) Every finite system of polynomial equations over A has a
solution in A iff it has one in A.

(AP) Every finite system of polynomial equations over A has its set
of solutions in A dense with respect to the α-adic topology in the set of
its solutions in A, i.e. for every solution y from A and every positive
integer c e N there exists a solution yc in A such that yc = y mod a°A.

(SAP) For every finite system of polynomial equations / over A there
exists a function v\ N -> N with the following property:

'Tor every positive integer c and for every system of elements y from
A which form a solution of / modulo αv(c) there exists a solution yc of /
in A such that y = yc mod αc".

It is easy to note that (SAP) is stronger than (AP) and (WAP) is
equivalent with (AP) (see (3.3.1)). We call (A, α) an (AP)-couple (resp.
(SAPycouple) if it satisfies (AP) (resp. (SAP)). A local ring (A, m) is called
a ring with the property of Artin approximation or an AP-ring if the couple
(A, m) is an AP-couple.

Examples of (non complete) AP-rings are mainly given by the follow-
ing Theorems:

(1.1) THEOREM (M. Artin [AJ). The convergent power series rings in
X = (Xu . .. 9 Xn) over a non-trivial valued field of characteristic zero are

AP-rings.

(1.2) THEOREM (M Artin [A2]). The henselίzation of a local ring which
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is essentially of finite type over a field or an excellent Dedekind ring is an

AP-rίng.

Theorem (1.1) has also some forms in characteristic p > 0 (see [An3],

[J]). Recently K. P. Schemmel [S] showed that a convergent power series

ring R in some variables over a valued field is an AP-ring iff it is uni-

versally Japanese (in this case, iff it is excellent).

Theorem (1.2) has some extensions in [KMPPR], [P2], [B], [CP], [P3].

The main purpose of our paper is to prove the following Theorem (see

Corollary (3.3)).

(1.3) THEOREM. A noetherian henselian couple (A, a) is an AP-couple

if the completion morphίsm A —> A in the a-adic topology is regular. In

particular excellent henselian local rings are AP-rings.

The above Theorem gives a positive answer to [A3] Conjecture (1.3).

As a consequence we get that the completion of an excellent henselian

factorial ring is factorial too (see (3.4)). Also using Theorem (1.3) we solve

completely the question of so called approximation on nested subrings

which is the subject of [KMPPR], Ch. Ill, [PP2] and [BDL], i.e. we get in

particular the following.

(1.4) THEOREM. Let k be a field, k(X) the algebraic power series ring

in X — {Xu , Xr) over k, f a finite system of polynomial equations over

k(X) and y = (yl9 , yn) e &[X]n a formal solution of f such that % e k\Xu

• , XSiJ, 1 < i < n for some positive integers Si < r. Then there exists a

solution y = (yl9 >,yn) of fin k(X) such that yt e k(Xu , XSί), 1 < ί < n.

The above Theorem—a particular case of Theorem (3.7)—is very useful

in deformation theory, but our paper contains no such applications. Some

ideas about them can be found in [KMPPR] Ch. IV.

A noetherian couple (A, α) is called a couple with the property of

strong approximation, or a (SAP)-couple if it satisfies (SAP). Clearly a

(SAP)-couple is an AP-couple. When (A, α) is local it is true also the

converse implication as shows the following.

(1.5) THEOREM (Pfister-Popescu). (SAP) holds for noetherian complete

local rings.

This is a particular form of [PPJ Theorem (2.5); its proof was given

in an improved form in [KMPPR] Ch. II Theorem (1.4), another proof in-
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volving ultrapowers was given in [DL] and using also the ultrapowers we

arranged in [PJ some other versions of Theorem (1.4) (ibid). In our Section

4 we get very short proofs to Theorem (1.5) and to an Elkik result [E]

(see Corollary (4.5) and Corollary (4.7)..

It remains still open the following questions (see Remark (4.6)).

(1.6) QUESTION. IS a noetherian complete couple a (SAP)-couple?

(1.7) QUESTION. IS an AP-ring excellent?

The last question is true for rings of dimensions <2. In general C.

Rotthaus proved that an AP-ring A is excellent if A[X] is also an AP-

ring (see [Ro]).

The proof of Theorem (1.3) (in fact of Theorem (3.2)) use an extension

of Neron desingularization which says roughly speaking the following:

(1.8) THEOREM. A morphism of noetherian rings is regular iff it is a

filtered inductive limit of finite type smooth morphisms.

This theorem is a variant of Theorem (2.5) and it was already proved

in [P4] under some separability conditions. Its proof is given in Section 2,

Sections 6-10, following the ideas from [PJ. Our Lemma (7.4) was inspirated

from [AD], Lemma (4.12) and [Gr]. As applications of the above Theorem

we get a result of Andre [AnJ (see our Corollary (2.6)) and a partial posi-

tive answer to a question from EGA, Part 1, (19.7.3) (see our Theorem

(5.5)).

Finally we want to mention that the results in [PJ and in the present

paper appeared in preprint form as: INCREST Preprint no. 44 and 49 (1983).

We would like to thank to H. Kurke and G. Pfister for pointing to

us in 1977 the idea of the present Lemma (3.6). Also we want to thank

to V. Nica and N. Radu for useful conversations on Theorems (4.4) resp.

(5.5).

§2. General Neron desingularization

(2.1) Let B = A[Y]/(f), Y = (Y» • • - , * „ ) , / = (Λ, -,L) be a finite

presentation algebra over a ring A, the isomorphism being given by Y —>

y e Bn. Given a system g = (gίf ,gr), r < n of polynomials from (/), we

consider the ideal Δg generated in A[Y] by all r X r-minors of the Jacobian

matrix (dg/dY) associated to g. Denote Hf: = </(f) + Σ7^2(g)' (f)h the

sum being taken over all systems g of r-polynomials from (/), r, 1 < r < n
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being variable. Then the ideal HB/A — Hf(y) c B does not depend of the

chosen presentation for B over A and V(HB/A) is exactly the nonsmooth

locus of B over A. Thus B is smooth over A iff HB/A — B. The above

presentation is a standard smooth presentation if there exists a system g

of polynomials from (/) such that B = (Δg((g): (/))) ( y), i.e. there exists a

polynomial P e Δg{(g): (/)) such that 1 e P + (/). In other words the above

presentation is standard smooth if (and only if) there exist a system of

polynomials g in (/) and a polynomial PeΔg such that B = (A[Y]/(g))P,

the isomorphism being given by Y —>y. B is a standard smooth A-algebra

if it has a standard smooth presentation and a ring morphism h: A -+ C

is standard smooth if C is a standard smooth A-algebra, the algebra struc-

ture on C being given by h. As above B is standard smooth A-algebra

if it has a presentation of the form B ^ (A[Y]/g)P, where PeΔg. Let /:

B -» A' be a morphism of A-algebra and w: A -> A' the algebra structure

morphism. The couple (S, /) has a desingularization with respect to u if

there exist a standard smooth A-algebra Bf and two A-morphisms v: B-+B'.

w: Bf -> Af such that wv = f.

The following Lemma is just a variant of [AD] Lemma (5.2).

(2.2) LEMMA. Let u: A -> A' be a ring morphism. Then the following

conditions are equivalent:

i) u is a filtered inductive limit of standard smooth A-algebras,

ii) for every finite presentation A-algebra B and every A-morphism

f:B-> A', the couple {B, f) has a desingularization with respect to u.

To show that the separability conditions under which we proved Theo-

rem (5.2) and Corollary (5.4) in [PJ are superfluous, it is necessary to

extend [PJ. Desingularization Lemma, i.e. to prove the following.

(2.3) DESINGULARIZATION THEOREM. Let u: A—>Af be a morphism of

noetherian rings, B a finite type A-algebra, f: J5 —> Af an A-morphism such

that a = y' f(HB/Λ)A/ Φ A' and q a minimal prime over-ideal of a. Suppose

that

i) A'q is a formally smooth Au-ίq-algebra,

ii) for every minimal prime over-ideal q/ of a the map A->A'q,, induced

by u is flat and A^/(u~ V)^'> is a regular ring,

iii) A'\q is not finite.

Then there exist a finite type A-algebra B' and two A-morphisms v:

B -» B' w: Bf -> Af such that
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( * ) WV = / ,

(**) a c *Jw(HB,/Λ)Ά' ς£ q.

The proof is difficult and will be given in Sections 6-10.

(2.4) COROLLARY. Let u: A —> A/ be a morphίsm of noetherian rings

and F C Spec Af a closed set such that u is regular on F, i.e. A'q is a for-

mally smooth A-algebra for every q e F. Then for every finite type A-algebra

B and every morphism of A-algebras f: B —> Ar such that V(af) C F,

af: = V' f(HB/A)A/ the couple (B, f) has a desingularization with respect to u.

This Corollary extends [PJ Theorem (5.2); its proof goes similarly to

the quoted Theorem using Desingularization Theorem instead [PJ Desingu-

larization Lemma.

(2.5) THEOREM. Let u: A —• Af be a morphίsm of noetherian rings.

Then the following conditions are equivalent:

i) u is regular,

ii) for every finite type A-algebra B and every A-morphism f: B —> A'

the couple (B,f) has a desingularization with respect to u,

iii) Af is a filtered inductive limit of standard smooth A-algebras,

iv) Af is a filtered inductive limit of finite type smooth A-algebras.

Proof, i) =Φ> ii) is a consequence of Corollary (2.4) ii) ζ=$ iii) is a con-

sequence of Lemma (2.2) and iii) =Φ iv) is trivial.

iv) =φ i) It is easy to see that a noetherian local ring which is a filtered

inductive limit of regular local rings, is itself a regular local ring. Thus

a filtered inductive limit of regular morphisms is regular if its cosource

is noetherian. Q.E.D.

(2.6) COROLLARY (Andre [AnJ). Let u: A->Af be a regular morphίsm

of noetherian rings. Then Hλ{A,A\ —) = 0 (HX(A,A\ —) denotes the first

homology functor).

Proof (after [CP]). If B is a finite type smooth A-algebra then

B, — )=0. By Theorem (2.5) A! is a filtered inductive limit of finite type

smooth A-algebras. Then H,{A, HrgB*, -)-limfl r

1(A, Bu —) = 0. Q.E.D.
i i '

(2.6.1) Note. The above Corollary has in [AnJ a very difficult proof

involving the homology functors of higher dimensions. N. Radu asks for

a proof of this result involving only the homology functors of dimension

< 1. Our proof can be an answer, but not too easy. The converse is
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also true via Jacobian criterion of formal smoothness.

(2.7) COROLLARY. Let k be a field and R a noetherίan local k-algebra

whose residue field is a separable field extension of k. Then the following

conditions are equivalent:

i) R is regular,

ii) R is a filtered inductive limit of regular local rings essentially of

finite type over k,

iii) R is a filtered inductive limit of finite type smooth k-algebras.

The proof is a consequence of Theorem (2.5) via [M] (28.L) and [EGA],

Part 1, (22.5.8).

(2.7.1) Note. When R is a discrete valuation ring and char£ = 0,

Zariski Uniformization Theorem says that R is a filtered inductive limit

of its finite type smooth sub-k-algebras. If R is a regular ring of dimen-

sion > 1, then we do not think that such a result is true. However we

have no counterexamples.

§ 3. Rings with the property of Artin approximation and AP-couples

One reason to deal with standard smooth algebras instead of general

finite type smooth algebras is given by the following "global" form of the

Implicit Function Theorem.

(3.1) LEMMA. Let (A, a) be a henselίan couple and B a standard smooth

A-algebra. Then every A-morphism B —> A/a can be lifted to an A-morphism

£->A.

Proof Let B s A[Y]/(/), Y = (Y19 , Yn\ /=(/,,•••, /,) be a standard

smooth presentation of B over A and σ: B-+ Afa an A-morphism. Suppose

that the map A[Y]/{f) -> Aja induced by σ is given by Y-*yeAn. Since

the above presentation is standard smooth there exists a system of poly-

nomials g = (gl9 - ",gr) such that Δg((g): (/)) + (/) = A[Y]. In particular

leJg + (/) and 1 e ((g): (/)) + (/). Then Δg(y) = A and so we have g(y)

=0mod Δ\{y)a. By Newton Lemma there exist a solution y of g in A such

that y = y mod Δg(y)a, i.e.y = ^modα. Moreover y is a solution for / be-

cause ((g): (f))(y)f(y) C (g(y)) = 0 and ((g): (f))(y) contains an invertible
element since

A = ((£): (f))(y) a ((g): (f))(y) + a .

Clearly the map σ: B-> A induced by Y->j> lifts σ. Q.E.D.
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A ring morphism u: A -> Ar is called algebraically pure if every finite

system of polynomial equations over A has a solution in A iff it has one

in Af (see [PJ, [BNP] for examples and properties). In other words u is

algebraically pure if for every finite presentation A-algebra B it holds

HomAlg A (B, A) Φ φ iff HomAlg A (B, Af) ψ φ. The following Theorem is close

to [BNP] Theorem (5.2).

(3.2) THEOREM. Let (A, a) be a henselίan couple and u: A-^Af a

regular morphism of noetherian rings. Then the following conditions are

equivalent:

i) A/a (x)A u is algebraically pure,

ii) u is algebraically pure.

Proof, ii) => i) is a consequence of [PJ Corollary (1.3).

i) => ii) Let B be a finite presentation A-algebra and h: B -> A! an

A-morphism. By Theorem (2.5), (23, h) has a desingularization, i.e. there

exist a standard smooth A-algebra Bf and two A-morphisms υ: B—>B\

w: Br ^ A' such that wv — h.

Since A/a0Au is algebraically pure and HomAlg A (B\ A'I a A') contains
w

at least the composite map Bf > A ' • > A'/aA' we get HomAlg A (B\ A/a)

Φφ. Then RomAlgA(B\ A)Φφ by Lemma (3.1). Let w: Bf"-> A be an A-

morphism. Then HomAlg^(B, A) contains at least wv. Q.E.D.

(3.3) COROLLARY. Theorem (1.3) holds.

Proof. By Theorem (3.2), the morphism A -> A is algebraically pure

because A/α — -̂> AjaA is so. Then (A, α) satisfies (WAP) and we are ready

by the following:

(3.3.1) LEMMA. A noetherian couple is an (AF)-couple if it satisfies

(WAP).

Proof of Lemma (3.3.1). Suppose that (A, α) satisfies (WAP) and let

b — (bu , bt) be a system of generators for α. Let / be a finite system

of polynomial equations over A, y = (yl9 *, yn) a solution of / in the com-

pletion A and c a positive integer. We can choose in A a system of ele-

ments y = (yu • , yn) such that y = y mod acA; i.e., there exist in A some

elements z = (zίs) such that

Ji = yι+ Σ ϊisbl1 • &;s 1 < i < n .
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Then (y, z) is a solution of the following system of equations.

(.Y« + Σ Z i M 1 • b? - y t = 0 , l < i < n
S = ( S 1 , , S ί )

\s\=c

Using (WAP), (*) has a solution y, z in A and thus we have f(y) = 0 and

y = y = y mod acA. Q.E.D.

(3.4) COROLLARY. The completion of a factorial excellent henselίan local

ring is still factorial.

Proof. One knows (see [KMPPR] Ch. V, or [BNP] Propositions (4.7.2),

(5.1)) that the completion of a factorial AP-ring is still factorial. Thus it

is enough to apply Theorem (1.3). Q.E.D.

(3.5) COROLLARY. Let A be an AP-ring. Then the henselίzatίon A<X>,

X = (Xj, , Xn) of the couple (A[X], (X)) is also an AP-ring.

Proof. When A is a complete local ring, A(X> is excellent henselian

and the result follows from Theorem (1.3). Otherwise, note that the canoni-

cal map A<X> -> A<X> is algebraically pure by [PJ Corollary (1.12), A

being the completion of A. But A(Xy is an AP-ring by Theorem (1.3)

and so the map A(X) —> iί [X] is algebraically pure. Then the composite

map A<X) -+A(X) -> A[X] is also algebraically pure and we are ready

by Lemma (3.3.1). Q.E.D.

As we shall see below, Theorem (1.4) is a consequence of the above

Corollary. The analytical version of Theorem (1.4) is false by [Ga], the

counterexample being given on three variables. Then it was not believable

that a result like the above Corollary (and hence Theorem (1.3)) holds.

However in [KMPPR] Ch. Ill appeared a Theorem like Theorem (1.4) in

characteristic zero but the proof was wrong. Since in [KMPPR] Ch. IV

the quoted "result" had already some nice applications the research con-

tinued. A big hope appeared when in [PP2] was proved the following result

which shows in particular that there exist no counterexamples in three

variables for Theorem (1.4).

"Let A be a formal power series ring in two variables over a field and

X a variable. Then A<X> the henselization of (A[X], (X)) is an AP-ring".

Recently in [BDL] was showed that A<X1? X2, X3> is an AP-ring, A being

like above.
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(3.6) LEMMA. Let A —> B be an algebraically pure morphίsm, X =

(Xu '-',Xr) some variables, A<X>, B(X) the henselization of (A[X], (X)),

resp. (B[X], (X)), f a finite system of polynomial equations over A(X) and

y = (yu . . . 9 yn) e B(Xy a solution of f such that yt e B(XU , X8i}, 1 < ί

< n for some positive integers st < r. Then there exists a solution y —

(y» --,yn) of f in A(X) such that yt e A(XU , XSi), 1 < i ^n.

Proof. As yteB(Xu ,XSi} there exists an etale neighbourhood of

B[XU , XSi] containing yt. Thus there exist some systems of polynomials

P = (P<)t, H = (fl*), G = (G,) from B[Xl9 , XSί, ΓJ, 1 < i < n such that

for every ί, 1 < i < n

1) Pi is monic in Tu

2) ^ ( ^ = 0, X = 0 ) = 0,

3) fl", is a multiple of dPJdT^

4) ^ ( J P , - 0, X = 0) is invertible in B,

5) yt can be identified with the image of GJHi in Ct:= (B[XU , XSi,

TiMPdβi f° r a certain positive integer e.

Denote £Γ:= UUΆ, T= (Tu , Γn), C:= (B[X, 21/(P))5 and suppose

that P ί ? Hi, Gi have the following forms

Σ

where ω is a certain positive integer and ύίjk, ΰίjk, wijk e B satisfy

6) ΰίjk = vijk = u)ί;A; = 0 if there exist ,̂ st < ^ < r such that j 2 ^ 0,

= OΊ, •• ,Λ).
7) ί/*όo = 0 where 0 = (0, , 0) (see 2))

8) Vioo is invertible in B (see 4)), i.e. there exist zt e B such that

Since f(y) = 0 there exist a positive integer c such that

9) HcF(He,G)d(P),

where F(Y, X) is the system of homogeneous polynomials obtained by clear-

ing the denominator of f(X/Y).

In other words 3), 8) and 9) say that {ύίjk} vίjk, wίjk} is a part of a

solution for a certain system S of polynomials in {Uίjk, Vij1c, Wίjk} and some

other variables over A. Clearly we can arrange S such that a variable
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UiJk (resp. Vίjk, Wijk) does not enter effectively in S if ύijk = 0 (resp. ΰijk

== 0, wijk = 0). Then S has solutions in B iff / has a solution y in J3<X>

which is subject to our hypothesis.

Since the map A —> B is algebraically pure S has a solution {̂ Jfc, uίJfc,

i ί̂Jfc} in A. Then as we already noticed / must have a solution y which

is subject to our Lemma. Q.E.D.

(3.7) THEOREM. Let A be an AP-ring, A its completion, A(X) the

henselizatίon of (A[X], (X)), X = (Xl9 , Xr), f a finite system of polynomial

equations over A(X} and y — (yl9 •• j ί ί ) e i [ I ] n a formal solution off

such that yt e A\XX, , XSίJ, 1 < i < n for some positive integers Si < r.

Then there exists a solution y = (yu , yn) of f in A(X) such that yt e

A(XU '.',XSiy, l<i<n.

Proof. By recurrence we may reduce our problem to the case when

there exists t e {1, , n — 1} such that sf = 0 for / < t and st — r for / > t.

As A(Xy is an AP-ring by Corollary (3.5), the system of equations

has a solution (5 ί + 1, , y«) in -A<X> because it has one in A[X]. Apply-

ing the above Lemma we can find a solution y in A(X} such that yt e A

for 1 < i < ί. Q.E.D.

(3.7.1) Remark. Moreover given a positive integer c we can choose

y in Theorem (3.7) such that y = y mod (in, X)c, m being the maximal ideal

of A (the proof goes like before enlarging the system / like in Lemma

(3.3.1)).

(3.7.2) Remark. If A is a reduced AP-ring then by [Ra] Ch. XI, Section

3 Theorem 3 or [KPR] (2.10.2) A(X} is exactly the algebraic power series

ring in X over A, because the formal fibers of an AP-ring are geometrically

normal (see [B] or [CP]).

§ 4. Ultrapowers and the property of strong approximation

(4.1) Let A be a ring and D a nonprincipal ultrafilter on iV-the posi-

tive integer set. The ultrapower A* of A with respect to D is a factor

ring of A v by the ideal ID = {(xn)neN\{neN\xn = 0}eD} (see [BDLV]).

Given a sequence of elements (yn)neN from A we shall denote by [(yj^jvl

e A* its residue class modulo I7>. The map φ: A-> A* given by x -> [{x, ,
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x, - - •)] is algebraically pure (thus injective) and gives the A-algebra struc-

ture on A*. The map φ is fiat when A is a noetherian ring.

(4.2) If A is not artinian then A* is not noetherian. But if (A, in)

is a noetherian local ring then the separated ring A2 = A*/P)neΛΓnΓA* of

A* with respect to the m-adic topology is the Cohen A-algebra whose

residue field is A*—the ultrapower of k — A/m with respect to D (see [PJ,

[BNP]). Prime ideals of A extend to prime ideals of A*, the maximal

(minimal) ones extends to the maximal (resp. minimal) ones. Let / be a

countable system of polynomial equations over A*. Then f is compatible

in A* iff every finite subsystem of it is compatible in A* (see [Pi]).

The following Lemma gives a nonstandard form of the strong approxi-

mation property (see [BNP]).

(4.3) LEMMA. Let (A, a) be a noetherian couple. Then the following

conditions are equivalent:

i) (A, α) is a (SAP)-couple,

ii) for every finite system of polynomials f over A. for every positive

integer c and for every system of elements y from A* which form a solution

of f modulo αM — (Πwe.v &WA* there exists a solution yc of f in A* such that

yc ~ y mod αcA*,

iii) for every finite type A-algebra B for every positive integer c and for

every A-morphism g: B —> Ax = A*/β<*> there exists an A-morphism h: B—> A*

which makes commutative the following diagram

B ••*.. A'

i I
A, -—> A*laeA*

Proof. Clearly ii) Φ4 iii). The implications i) ~ ii) are easy extensions

of those from [BNP], Theorem (3.7), or Proposition (3.2.1) but we shall

prove them.

i) =>ii) Let /, c, y be like in ii) and v: N~>N the function associated

to / by (SAP). Since f(y) = OmodίT(c)A*, the set

δe:= {j e N\f($j) ΞΞ 0 mod α*(c>} e Df

where y - [(yj)^xl $j = (^i, ' * •»&»)• T h e n f o r every j 6 oc there exists

a solution y5 of / in A such that ys ~ yjinoda0. Put v.; = o for j £ δc and

y = [(yj)jeχl Clearly f(y) = o and y = y mod αcA*.
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ii) => i) Suppose that there exist a finite system of polynomials / in

Y — (Ylt , Yn) over A and a positive integer c such that

( * ) For every positive integer j eN there exists a system of elements

Vj e An such that f($j) = 0 mod αJ but there exists no solution y5 of / in A

such that ŷ  = v' rood αc.

Clearly the system of elements y = [(yj)jeN] e A*n satisfies /(j)) = 0

mod cfA* for every £ e JV, i.e. y form a solution of / modulo αM. By ii)

there exists a solution y = [{y^)jeN\ of / in A* such that y ΞJ>modαcA*.

Then the set

δ = {; e 7V|/(y,) = 0, ys = j), mod αc}

belongs to Zλ Thus 3 is nonempty. Take ajed. Then y$ contradicts (*).

Q.E.D.

(4.4) THEOREM. Let (A, α) 6e a noetherian henselian couple and A*

the ultrapower of A with respect to a nonprincίpal ultrafilter on N. Suppose

that the composite map A -> A* —> A1 = A^/f^nQ^- anA* is a filtered inductive

limit of standard smooth A-morphίsms. Then (A, α) is a (SAP)-couple.

Proof Let B be a finite type A-algebra c a positive integer and g:

B -> Aj an A-morphism. By hypothesis there exist a standard smooth A-

algebra Br and two A-morphisms v: B-+B', w: Bf —> A1 such that wv = g.

Since (A*, aA*) is a henselian couple ((A, α) being so) the composite map
w

Br > Ax >A*lacA* can be lifted to an A-morphism w: Bf -> A* by

Lemma (3.1). Then h:= wv makes commutative the diagram from Lemma

(4.3) and we are ready. Q.E.D.

(4.5) COROLLARY. An excellent henselian local ring has the property

of strong approximation.

Proof. If (A, α) is noetherian local then Ax is a formally smooth A-

algebra (see (4.1)). By [An2], or [BR] the map A-^Aί is regular when A

is excellent. Now the result is a consequence of Theorem (2.5) and (4.4).

Q.E.D.

(4.6) Remark. Using Theorem (4.4) note that Question (1.6) has a

positive answer for couples (R, I) such that R/I is excellent if for every

excellent ring A and every n e N the morphism A[X] —• A*[X], X— (Xu

• "9Xn) is a filtered inductive limit of standard smooth A[X]~morphisms

(when n = 0 and A is a discrete valuation ring containing a field of charac-

teristic zero this was proved in [P5]).
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(4.7) COROLLARY (Elkik [E]). Let (A, m) be a noetherίan henselian

local ring and f a finite system of polynomial equations over A in Y ~(YU

• , Yn). Then there exists a function v\ iV-> N with the following property:

"For every positive integer c and for every system of elements y e Aa

such that

i) m = VJff,G)
ii) f(y) Ξθmodnf(c)

there exists a solution y of f in A such that y = y mod :π'*\

Proof. Let A be the completion of A and v: N—±N the function as-

sociated to / over A by (SAP), A having (SAP) by Corollary (4.5). Let

c, y e An be like above. Then there exists a solution fi of f in A such

that y = ymoάnvA. Take B: = A[Y]/(f) and let g be the A-morphism

B —> A given by Y —> y. We have

g(HB/A) = Hf(y) and

mod mcA .

Thus Vg(HB/Λ)A = niA. Using Corollary (2.4) (more precisely [PJ Corollary

(5.3)) there exist a standard smooth A-algebra B' and two A-morphisms

v: B-+B\ w: B' -^ A such that wv = g. By Lemma (3.1) the composite

map B' -^-> A > A/mcA ^ A/nιc can be lifted to a map zr': B' -> A. Take

3' to be the image of Y by M/U and we are readj^. Q.E.D.

(4.7.1) Remark. A positive answer to Question (1.6) would extend the

above Corollary for couples as it was already proved in [E].

§ 5. A partial extension of Cohen-algebras

(5.1) LEMMA. Let (A, α) be a couple and B a standard smooth A: —

Aja-algebra. Then there exist a standard smooth A-algebra B such that

B £ B/aB.

Proof. By (2.1) we have B - (A[Y]l(g))P, Y =jΎ,. •, Yn), g - (gl9

• •> gr), P e Δg. Then there exist some r X r-minors {M }1<( , of the matrix

(og/dY) and some polynomials ϊi = (hi9 - - -,hs) from AjΎ] such that P =

2?=i Λ?M .̂ Lift g, /ι to some polynomials g, h over A and let {Λf*}* be the

rX r-minors of (dgjdY) corresponding to {M<}. Clearly P : = ^* = i AiM< lifts

P and B = (A[Y]/(g))P works. Q.E.D.

(5.2) LEMMA. Lei (A, α) fee α couple and B a filtered inductive limit
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of a countable set of standard smooth A: — A/a-algebras. Then there exist

a flat A-algebra B such that

i) B = B aB as A-algebras f

ii) B is a filtered inductive limit of a countable set of standard smooth

A-algebras.

Proof. Suppose that B = ]im(Bj, c;), όji BJ-^BJ^U where {Bj} are

standard smooth over A. By Lemma (δ.l) there exist some standard smooth

A-algebras {Bj \j e X} such that Bj = BJaBj. For every j e N9 let B1} be

the henselization of B} at aBj. By Lemma (3.1) the composite map Bj —>

Bj-^->BJ+1^ B'}JaB'}+1 can be lifted to an A-morphism ψ/. Bj -> BJ+1.

Then changing (by recurrence) {Bj}j up to some etale neighborhoods of

them we can also suppose that there exist some liftings φ/. Bj-+BJ+ί,

j e N of {φό}. Clearly the filtered inductive limit B of {Bjy 9?} j a v is subject

to i), ii). Since (S,} are flat over A, B is flat too. Q.E.D.

(5.3) COROLLARY. Let (A, α) be a couple and B a filtered inductive

limit of a countable set of standard smooth A:— Ala-algebras. Suppose that

a is a nil-ideal. Then there exists a flat A-algebra B such that

i) B = B aB as A-algebras,

ii) B is a filtered inductive limit of a countable set of standard smooth

A-algebras.

Moreover if B' is another flat A-algebra such that B* = B'jaB' then

there exists an A-isomorphίsm B —> B' lifting the composite isomorphism

BlaB ^ B = B'jaB') in particular Bf is also subject to ii).

For the proof apply the above Lemma, the unicity being given like in

[EGA] Part 1 (19, 7.1.5). Q.E.D.

(5.4) COROLLARY. Let A -> A' be a flat ring morphism and a a A a

nil-ideal. Then the following conditions are equivalent

1) A' is a filtered inductive limit of a countable set of standard smooth

A-algebras,

2) A'/aA' is a filtered inductive limit of a countable set of standard

smooth A/a-algebras.

Proof. By base change we have 1) ==> 2). If 2) holds there exist a

flat A-algebra B which is subject to i), ii) from Corollary (5.3). By unicity

B gt A' and so 1) holds. Q.E.D.
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(5.5) THEOREM. Let (A, α) be a noetherian couple and A/a —> B a regu-

lar morphism of noetherian rings. Suppose that B is countable generated

over A:~ A/a. Then there exist a noetherian flat A-algebra B such that

i) B ^ B/aB as A-algebras,

ii) B is complete at aB.

Proof. By Lemma (5.2) and Theorem (2.5) there exists a flat A-algebra

C such that CjaC — B. Since B is noetherian and a is finitely generated

the completion B of C at aC is also noetherian ([ZS] VIII § 3, p. 260). By

[ZS] VIII Theorem 5 we have B/anB ^ C/anC for every n e N.

Thus B/anB are flat A/α^-algebras, n e N and so B is flat over A by

[M] (20.C). Q.E.D.

(5.6) Remark, i) When B is local then according to [EGA], part 1,

(19.7.1.5) B is unique, i.e. if Bf is another noetherian flat A-algebra satis-

fying i), ii) from Theorem (5.5) then there exists an A-isomorphism B -> Br

lifting the composite isomorphism B/aB ~ B = B'/aB'.

ii) The Theorem (5.5) is a partial positive answer to [EGA] part 1

(19.7.3).

§ 6. Some remarks on field extensions of characteristic > 0

In this section k C K is always a field extension of characteristic

p > 0 and Kn: = k(Kpn), n being a nonnegative integer.

(6.1) LEMMA. Let x — (Xi)ieI, y = (yiy ,yt) be some elements from

k and r a positive integer. Suppose that:

i) χ\Jy form a p-basis in k overkp,

ii) x form in K a system p-independent over Kp,

iii) there exist a finite subset J C I and some elements {zae\l < u < t,

e = (ej)jeJ, 0 < ej < p ? } from K such that

(6.1.1) y t t = 2 zZXYlxy), a = l , . . . , ί .
e^(ej) jQJ
0<ej<pr

Then γkΓKr_1/k = t. Moreover if rk/\ r / f c = t then zue e Kp(x) for all u, e.

Proof. By iii) we have yueKpr(x) and so rkΓKr_ι/k > t (see i)), the

opposite inequality being a consequence of ii).

Suppose that rk ΓKr/k — t. Then yu must be in K%x) because x is p-

independent in Kr over Kp. and x U y form a p-basis in k over kp. We

claim that yu belongs even to Kpr+1(x). Indeed we have k — kpr(x,y) and
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so Kp(x) = Kpr+\kp(x)) = Kpr+1(yp, x). Then yue Kpr+1(y*9 x) and by recur-

rence we prove our claim.

Consequently there exists an expression like (6.1.1) for some elements

zf

ue 6 Kp(x). Since {zue} are given in an unique way by (6.1.1) we get zue

e K*(x). Q.E.D.

(6.2) LEMMA. Let r be a nonnegatίve integer. Suppose that for every

integer i, 0 < i < r the extension k C Kt has

t — rkKiΓKt/k = constant < oo, t > 0 .

Then there exist a finite type field subextension Fjk of K/k such that

i) every field subextension Ejk of Kjk satisfies

rk ΓHEpi)/k = t , 0 < ί < r

iff E => F,
ii) euery p-basis of F over k(Fp) generates F over k.

Proof. Let x = (Xi)ieI be a maximal system of elements from k which

is p-independent in K over Kp. By hypothesis there exists a system of

elements y = (yu -,yt) from A such that x Ό y form a p-basis of k over

βp. Using the maximality of x we get yu e Kp(x), 1 < u < £.

By induction on s, 0 < s < r, we shall find a finite subset J s C I and

some elements 24=feM e s) from K such that

(6.2.1) yu= Σ ^ Λ Π ^ ) , K w < / .

When s = 0 this follows trivially because yu e Kp(x). Suppose we are ready

for s < r. Then ^ s w e s e ifp(x), for all w, β5 by Lemma (6.1).

It follows yu 6 ULpK+2(x) and so we find Js+1 3 J s and zs+1 satisfying our

induction.

Take F = k(zr) and let £ be a subfield of K containing k. Then the

following statements are equivalent:

1) rk ΓHEP*)/k = ty 0 < ί < r

2) yu 6 ^ r + 1 ( x ) .

Indeed 2) =Φ 1) holds by Lemma (6.1) and 1) ==> 2) goes like above. Since

zs is uniquely determined by (6.2.1) we get yu e Epr+1(x) iff zrU€reE for all
er, i.e. i) holds.

Now, let wbesi p-base of F over k(Fp) and L = k(w). Then F = L(FP)
and consequently F is a separable finite extension of L (F is by construe-
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tion a finite type extension of L). Thus K(Lpί) c k(Fpί) is a separable

(finite) extension and it follows

γkΓkiLPi)/k = ί , 0 < i < r

By i) we get L = F. Q.E.D.

(6.3) THEOREM. Suppose that for every nonnegatiυe integer n, the ex-

tension k c Kn has

t\— rkΛ;; Γ Knlk = constant < oo, t > 0 .

Then there exists an increasing chain of subfields of K containing k

Fo c Fι c . Fn c .

such that for every nonnegative integer n

i) FJk is a finite type extension and rk ΓFJk — t,

ii) every p-basίs of Fn over k(Ff) generates Fn over k,

iii) Fndk{Fϊ^).

Moreover the union L of (Fn)n holds

1) L == k(Lp) and rk ΓL/k = ί,

2) i?/L is α separable field extension.

Proof For every nonnegative integer n let F n be the field given by

Lemma (6.2) for Kjk and r = n. Then Fn satisfies i), ii) and for every field

subextension Ejk of Kjk we have rkΓkiEP< )/k — t, 0 < ί < n iff 2? z> F n .

Taking E:= k(F?ι+}) we get ίJ =) F n , i.e. iii).

Now clearly ΓL/κ is the filtered inductive limit of the following chain

of injective maps

ΓFo/k ®L > ΓFl/k ® L • > > ΓFnlk ® L •

which are actually isomorphisms by i). Thus rk ΓL/k = t and by iii) it holds

1). Then ΩLjk — 0 and the first map from the following exact sequence

rL/k ®κ — • rKIk •—> rKIL •—> ΩL/k ® K - o

is isomorphism. Consequently ΓκfL = 0, i.e. 2) holds. Q.E.D.

(6.3.1) Remark. The hypothesis of the above Theorem are fulfilled

for example when Kjk is an unramified extension (i.e. K = k(Kp)), and
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§ 7. Desingularization on a special case

In this section (i?, m) is a formally smooth noetherian local algebra

over a field k of characteristic p > 0, K:= R/xn and Kn:= k(Kpn), n being

an integer > 0. Note that rkΓA / f c < d:~ dimJ?. Constantly we assume

that Kjk is not separable.

(7.1) LEMMA. Let x = (x19 , xs) be a system of elements from R.

Suppose that the residue x of x mod m form a p-basis of E: = k(x) over k(Ep).

Then:

i) the canonical map u: k[X] -» Ry X = (Xu , Xs) ——> x is flat,

ii) 2/έβ height of the prime ideal q:= u~xxn is t\— rkΓEfk < d

iii) R/u(q)R is a regular local ring of dimension d — t.

Proof. S:= k[X]q is a smooth local ^-algebra of residue field E. Using

a criterion of formally smoothness [AnJ we get ίf^fe, i?, —) = H^k, S, —)

= 0. Consider the following commutative diagram

0 = H,{k, S, K) —> ΓE/li (x)7 K -"-> q/q2 ®EK= H^S, Ey K)

0 = Hx{k, R, K) — > Γκ/k > m/nι2 = H^R, K, K)

where the top (bottom) exact sequence is a part of the Jacobi-Zariski

sequence written for k '=—> S -> E, K (resp. k c=—> R-> K, K) and T, β are

induced by u. The map β appears in the following exact sequence (see [M]

(39. A))

0 > ΓE/k ®E K ~^-> Γκ/k > ΓKIE > .

and so it is injective. By Carrier's equality we get t = s — tr degfc E and

so ht q = t. Thus dim qS/q2S = t and consequently a is bijective. Hence

ϊ is injective, i.e. u maps injectively a regular system of parameters from

S in a part of a regular system of parameters from R. Thus iii) and i)

hold (see [M] (36. B)). Q.E.D.

(7.2) LEMMA. Suppose that (R, m) is complete in its xn-adic topology

and for every nonnegathe integer n, the extension k c Kn has

t\— rk ΓKn/k = constant .

Then there exists a formally smooth noetherian local sub k-algebra

(R\ m') of (R, m) such
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i) m'R = πi and the residual extension R'jm' d K is separable,

ii) the inclusion R C+ R is formally smooth

iii) Rf is a filtered inductive limit of localizations of polynomial k-

algebras.

Proof. Let

FQ c F1 c . Fn c . . .

be the chain of subfields of K given by Theorem (6.3). For every n choose

a p-basis xn = (xnU , χnrj of Fn over k(F?X Fix n. We have Fn c *(Fj + 1 )

and F n + 1 = &(#n+1) and so there exist a system of polynomials G.n = (G ; ι l,

• , G n r n ), # „ from Λ[*5+iL *«+i = (Xn+M> • -^n + i . r Λ + 1 ) such that frn(xn + 1)

=̂  0 and xn — (GJHn)(xn+1). Denote by qn the kernel of the map k[Xn] —> K

given by Z n —-> xn. Clearly Hn <£ qn.

Put Sn:= k[Xn]qn, n > 0 and let ^ β : Sn —> Sn + 1 be the /fe-morphism given

by Xn^-+GJHn. Applying Lemma (7.1) to GJHn, S n f l we get

1) 9/ιlfccχn] ^ a ^ a n ( i s o 9« i s fla^ t°°>
2) the height of qnSn = ^ ; % + 1 S , ί + 1 ) is ί,

3) SnJφn(qn)Sn+ί is a field and so φn(qn)Sn + ί = qn+1Sn+1.

Then the ring S = lim(S7i, ̂ n) is a noetherian local ring of dimension £

(see l)-3), Sn being noetherian). Moreover S is a formally smooth k-algebra

as shows the following:

(7.2.1) LEMMA. A filtered inductive limit of formally smooth noetherian

local k-algebras is formally smooth too if it is noetherian.

The union L = {Jιι>0Fn is the residue field of S and the inclusion L c K

can be lifted to a £-morphism g: S -> R, R being complete. Using again

Lemma (7.1) we get for every n > 0 that

4) £ | ^ is faithfully flat,

5) g{qnS)R is a prime ideal of height t,

6) R/g(qnS)R is a regular local ring of dimension d — t.

Then g is faithfully flat and the maximal ideal q of S holds

7) R/g(q)R is a regular local ring of dimension d — t,

because as above g(qnS)R = g(qn+iS)R. Choose a system of (d — t)-elemenis

y from R inducing a regular system of parameters in Rlg(q)R. Take

R':= S[Y] ( ς,n, Y = (Yi, , Yd-X m' - (q, Y)R' and let h: R'-+R be the

map extending g by Y^-> j . Clearly m'R = m by construction. Since

is a separable extension (see Theorem (6.3)) we note that i) holds.
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By [M] (36. B] h is flat, even formally smooth (see [EGA] part 1, (19.7.1))

and by construction we have also iii) fulfilled.

Proof of Lemma (7.2.1). Let A — lim A{ be a filtered inductive limit of

formally smooth noetherian local fe-algebras and k! a finite field p-extension

of k. Suppose that A is noetherian. Then A{:= h! (x)fc Ai9 i e I are regular

local rings and A': = k' ®kA is a noetherian ring. Since A' ~ lim A't we
iei

note that A' is a regular local ring (like in the proof of Theorem (2.5)).

Thus A is a geometrically regular ^-algebra and so A is a formally smooth

β-algebra (see [EGA] Part 1 (22.5.8)) Q.E.D.

The main result of this section is the following

(7.3) THEOREM. Let B be a finite type k-algebra and f: B->R such that

m = V f(HB/k)R. Then the couple (B, f) has a desίngularizatίon with respect

to k-+R.

Proof. First consider a particular case:

Step 1. t:= rkΓKa/k — constant for every nonnegatίve integer n.
Λ VS.

Let (R, m) be the completion of R in its m-adic topology. Then R is

a formally smooth ^-algebra and by Lemma (7.2) there exist a noetherian

local sub-^-algebra (R, m') of (R, m) such that

1) xn'R = m and the residual extension R'jm' Q K is separable,

2) Rf is a filtered inductive limit of standard smooth ^-algebras.

Take B = R ®k B
 a n d let /: B —> R be the map given by the composite

maps

/: B - U R • R , h: R -—> R .

Using [PJ Desingularization Lemma (B, f) has a desingularization with

respect to h (note that Hs/R, — (HB/k)B). Since R is a filtered inductive

limit of standard smooth ^-algebras, (B, f) has also a desingularization with

respect to k->R, as shows the following elementary Lemma:

(7.3.1) LEMMA. Let u: A->A\ v: A'-> A" be two morphisms of

noetherian rings, B a finite type A-algebra, f:B-> A" an A-morphίsm, Br: =

A/ ® 4 B and f'\ Bf ~» A" the map given by v, f Then (B, f) has a desingu-

larization with respect to vu if (B\ f) has a desίngularizatίon with respect

to v and A' is a filtered inductive limit of standard smooth A-algebras.

Remains now only to note the following Lemma (its proof is given

later).
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(7.3.2) LEMMA. (JB, /) has a desingularization with respect to k~—>R

iff (β, f) has a desingularization with respect to k <=—> R.

Step 2. General case

The decreasing inequalities

τkΓκ/h > τkΓKl/k > > r k Γ
Knίk

must stop for a sufficiently high integer n. Thus there exists a positive

integer iV such that

t: = rkΓ'Kn/k — constant for all τι > N .

In other words the module of imperfection rank of the extensions k1/pλ C

k1/pA\Kpn~N) is constant for every n^ N. Choose a finite field subexten-

sion k/k of kι/pNjk such that τk.ΓUK)/k = t Then we have τkΓHKPn)ίn = £

for every nonnegative integer n.

Put j?: = *(#), R:=k®kR, B: = k®kB, f:=kΘkf. By [Λ] R is still
a noetherian formally smooth local ^-algebra. Clearly HS/n Ώ. (HB/k)B. Now

the residue field K of R satisfies the conditions from Step 1 and so like

there we note that (B, /) has a desingularization with respect to k-*R.

We are ready using the following result which is the subject of Section

10.

(7.4) LEMMA. Let u: A-> A' be a morphism of noetherian rings, B a

finite type A-algehra, f: B-> A' an A-morphίsm and A a finite free A-algebra.

Then (B, f) has a desingularization with respect to u if (A <S)A B, A ®A f) has

a desingularization with respect to A ®A u

(7.5) Proof of Lemma (7.3.2). Let z be a regular system of parameters

from R, T:=k[z] and g the inclusion T^—>R. Clearly g is flat (apply

e.g. [M] (38. B])). Suppose that (B, f) has a desingularization with respect

to έ c —>R, i.e. there exist a standard smooth ^-algebra Bf and two k-

morphisms v: B -> B\ w: B' —> R such that ΐυv = f. Let n be a positive

integer, f:- T\{zT)n, B:=T®kB, Br\=T®kB\ R: = RlmnR s R/m71 R,

g:= T®g, Ό: = T®v, f: B->R the map given by (g9 f) and w: B'-> R the

map given by g and w. We have WΌ — f and so (B, J) has a desingulari-

zation with respect to g. This shows that the hypothesis of [PJ Lemma

(9.5) hold and so there exist a finite type smooth jΓ-algebra B" and some

Γ-morphisms ϋ: T®kB->B", w"\ B"-> R such that w"ϋ is exactly the

map given by g, f Since T is in fact a "polynomial" ^-algebra it follows
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that w"(HB,,/k) ςzί in. Changing B" by a suitable localization we can suppose

that B" is a finite type smooth ^-algebra. Clearly the composite map v",

B->T®kB-^->B" satisfies w"υ" = f. Using [PJ Colollary (3.6) we get

a desingularization for (B, f) with respect to k <=—> R. The converse is

trivial. Q.E.D.

§ 8. Proof of desingularization theorem

Let n be a nonnegative integer. We show by induction on n the

following four Theorems:

(DFn) THEOREM. Let (R, m) be a formally smooth noetherian local

algebra over a field k. Suppose that dim R < n. Then R is a filtered in-

ductive limit of standard smooth k-algebras.

(DAn) THEOREM. Let A —> A' be a formally smooth local morphism of

noetherian local rings. Suppose that A is artinian and dim A' < n. Then

Af is a filtered inductive limit of standard smooth A-algebras.

(DTn) THEOREM. Let u: A~>Af be a morphism of noetherian rings, B

a finite type A-algebra, f: J3—> A' an A-morphism such that α:= Vf(HB/Λ)A'

= Af and q a minimal prime over-ideal of a of height < n. Suppose that

i) A'q is a formally smooth Au~lq-algebra,

ii) for every minimal prime over-ideal qf of σ the map A -> A'n, induced

by u is flat and A^liμ^q'^A^, is a regular ring,

iii) A'\q is not finite.

Then there exist a finite type A-algebra B' and two A-morphίsms v:

B -> B\ w\B'-+ A' such that

( * ) wυ = /,

(**) a c Jw(HB,/Λ)A' £ Q'

(Dn) THEOREM. Let u: A—> A' be a morphism of noetherian rings, B

a finite type A-algebra, f: B -> A' an A-morphism and α/.— vrf(HB/A)A'.

Suppose that for every prime ideal q 3 af from A;, A'q is a formally smooth

Au-lq-algebra. Then there exist a finite type A-algebra Bf and two A-

morphisms v: B-^B', w: B' —> A1 such that

i) wυ = /,

ii) af c /w(HBf/JA\

iii) B[c-H is smooth over A for every prime ideal q c Ar satisfying

a) A'/q is not finite

b) ht(q) < n.
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Next we shall prove that for every nonnegative integer n one has

(DAn) = > (DTn) =-> (Dn) =

the implication (DFn) => (DAn) was proved in a particular form in Corol-

lary (5.4); the complete proof is given in Section 9. Since (DA0) holds by

[PJ Corollary (3.3) this is enough for our induction. In particular (DTn)

will hold for every n e N and so the Desingularization Theorem will hold

too.

(8.1) LEMMA. (DAn) => (DTn)

Proof. We follow [PJ (9.7). Let {qi}1<i<e, qt c A', qe = q be the minimal

prime over-ideals of α. Denote st :== h t ^ / ^ ^ A ' ) , 1 < i < e, s = ΣUiSf,

A" : = A'[X], X = (X1? , Xt), ρ'/ : = qtA" and let Λ: A' -> A" be the in-

clusion. Applying [PJ Lemma (9.6), there exist a polynomial A-algebra R

and an A-morphism g: R —> A" such that for every ΐ, 1 < i < e

1) g-'WAJ^^Ά^,
2) the map i? -^ A"., given by g" is flat,

3) k(g~ιq") — k{u~ιqz) (some X-es)

By 1) {g 7}̂  are minimal prime over-ideals of (g ~ιa)A". Denote B" :— R®A B

and let f": B" —> A/7 be the jR-morphism given by g and hf.

Now we want to apply [PJ Lemma (9.5) to the case (i?, g9 A
h\ fh\ qA").

For this it is necessary to show that

4) for every positive integer r there exist a finite type Rr:= Rj{g~ιq)r-

algebra Dr and two i?r-morphisms Όr: Br—>Dr, B7: = Rr ® R B'\ wr:Dr-+

Ά'r':=Rr<8>RA" such that wr(HBr/Rr) gt qA"f and WrΌr = Br<g)B,.f".

Fix r. Apply (DAn) to the case A: = (AI(u-ιq)r)u-lq, A':= (A'l(irι

qyA%9

B:= A®ABt f: B -+ A1 being given by A ®Af. Then there exist a finite

type smooth A-algebra C and two A-morphisms σ: B-+ C, τ: C-^A', such

that τσ — f. Note that C:— Rr(£)AC is a finite type smooth i?r-algebra

and Rr®AB is a localization of £,. We can choose a subring D r C C

such that

a) the morphism μ: C-> (A'0^4" given by Rr ®g and r, maps Dr in A7/,

b) C is a localization of Dr,

c) Z)r Z) (Λr ®Λ σ)Br> the inclusion being of finite type.

Clearly the maps vr: Br -> Dr, ϊϋr: D, -> A'/ given by Rr®Aσ and //, are

subject to 4).

By [PJ Lemma (9.5) there exist a finite type A-algebra B' and two A-

morphisms v: B-*B\ w': B' —> A" such that
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5) W'V = hf,

6) α c \Jw\HB,,2)A" gt qA".

Since Afjq is not finite, like in [PJ (9.7) there exist some elements x —

(xu , xs) e A/s such that the A'-morphism px: A" -> A', X —> x satisfies

pxw\HBΊA) ςzt q .

Take w = pxw\ Q.E.D.

(8.2) LEMMA. (DTn) => (Dn)

Proof. We follow the proof of [PJ Theorem (5.2). Let G be the set

of all prime ideals q from A' such that A!\q is not finite and ht (q) < n.

Consider the Zariski topology on G and apply noetherian induction on

Ff : = V(af) Γ) G. If Ff = 0 we have nothing to prove. By induction

hypothesis it is enough to show that given (J3, /) and a minimal prime

over-ideal q e Ff of af there exist a finite type A-algebra B1 and two A-

morphisms h: B-+Bu f: Bλ->A' such that

2) af <z. aίxφ q and so V(afl) Q V(af).

But this follows from (DTn). Q.E.D.

(8.2.1) Remark. (DTn) plays here the role of [PJ Desingularization

Lemma.

(8.3) LEMMA. (Dn) => (DFn+1)

Proof. Using Lemma (2.2) it is enough to show that given a finite

type ^-algebra B and a &-morphism f:B-^R there exists a desingulari-

zation of (J3, /). By (Dn) there exist a finite type ^-algebra B and two

^-morphisms u: B -> B, w;: B -^ R such that

1) zw - /

2) jBL-14 is smooth ^-algebra for every prime ideal q C R, q Φ m

(A7^ is not finite because it is not field), i.e. ^/w(H3/1c)R = m.

If K: = i?/m is a separable field extension of £ then (B, w) has a de-

singularization by [PJ Theorem (5.2) and so (J5, /) has too. Otherwise it

is enough to apply Theorem (7.3). Q.E.D.

§9. Countable rings and strong algebraically pure morphisms

(9.1) A ring morphism A -> B is called strong algebraically pure if

for every finite system of polynomials / from A[X], X = (X19 , Xm) and
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for every finite set of finite systems of polynomials {gi}1<i<r from A[X, Y],

Y = (Yu , YN) the following conditions are equivalent:

i) / has a solution x in A such that for every ί, 1 < ί < r the system

gi(x, Y) has no solution in A,

ii) / has a solution x in S such that for every ί, 1 < i < r the system

gi(#, Y) has no solution in B.

Clearly a strong algebraically pure morphism is algebraically pure. In

[BNP] such morphisms are called T^-existentially complete, properties and

examples can be found there. Let A be a noetherian local ring and A

its completion. The canonical map A —> A is strong algebraically pure iff

it is algebraically pure (i.e. iff A is an AP-ring).

(9.1) LEMMA. Let u: A^B be a strong algebraically pure morphism.

Suppose that B is a noetherian local ring. Then it holds

i) A is a noetherian local ring, its maximal ideal generates the maxi-

mal ideal of B and dim A — dim B,

ii) u is formally smooth,

iii) every prime ideal q C A extends to a prime ideal qB and the field

extension k(q) —> k(qB) is strong algebraically pure, in particular separable.

Proof. First we shall see that for every ideal a C A we have a =

w\aB). Let yeιc\aB). Then u(y) = 2] =1 d^ for some dt e a, x^eB.

Since u is algebraically pure there exists x = (xu , xs) e As such that

y = Σί- i d t χ i - τ h u s ^ e α .

Let I d A be an arbitrary ideal. Then there exists a finitely generated

subideal J c ί such that IB = JB, B being noetherian. We have I = u~\IB)

= u~\JB) = J and so I is finitely generated. Thus A is a noetherian ring.

Now, applying [BNP] Corollary (4.6.2), we get u faithfully flat and by

Proposition (4.6.8) [ibid], A is local and its maximal ideal generates the

maximal ideal of B. Also by Proposition (4.6.1) [ibid] we have iii) and by

[EGA] part 1 (19.7.1), the map A -> B is formally smooth. Q.E.D.

The above Lemma and some other results from [BNP] give a hope for

a positive answer to the following

(9.2) QUESTION. IS a strong algebraically pure morphism of noetherian

rings a regular morphism?

The following Lemma is close to Lδwenheim—Skolem Theorem—an

well known result from Model Theory.
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(9.3) LEMMA. Let A be a ring and S c A a countable subset. Then

there exists a countable subring C of A containing S such that the inclu-

sion C c=—> A is strong algebraically pure.

Proof. We shall construct by induction a family of countable subrings

(Cj)jeN of A containing S and such that for every finite systems of poly-

n o m i a l s f { X ) , gί(X, Y ) ί < t < r i n X = (XU . - . , X n ) , y = ( Y 1 , " . , Y N ) ; r , n , N e N

over Cj such that / has a solution x in A which makes every system of

equations gt(x, Y) = 0, 1 < ί < r incompatible in A, there exists a solution

x' of / in Cj+1 which makes every system gi(x', Y) = 0 incompatible in A.

Let C1 be the subring generated by S in A. Given Cj9 j > 1 consider the

countable family of all possible finite systems of polynomials /, {gi}1<i<r,

r e N such that there exist in A a solution xUg of / which makes

gi(xftg9 Y) = 0

incompatible in A for every ί, 1 < ί < r. Put CJ + 1 = Cj[{xfig}fig]. Clearly

C:— {JieNCj satisfies our Lemma. Q.E.D.

The following result is necessary in Section 8; since its proof use some

facts from "countable rings" we present it here.

(9.4) PROPOSITION. Let n be a positive integer. The following condi-

tions are equivalent

ϊ) Every formally smooth, n-dimensίonal, noetherian local algebra over

a field k is a filtered inductive limit of standard smooth k-algebras

ii) Every formally smooth, n-dimensional, noetherian local algebra over

an artinian local ring A is a filtered inductive limit of standard smooth

A-algebras.

Proof. Clearly ii) => i). First we show i) => ii) when A is a countable

ring. Let Af be a formally smooth, zi-dimensional noetherian local A-

algebra. By Lemma (9.3) we can express A' as a filtered inductive union

of countable sub-A-algebras C of A' such that the inclusion C c=—> A' is

strong algebraically pure, let us say A' = U*e/ Ct. Then the inclusions

Ci c=—> A' are faithfully flat by Lemma (9.1) and so Ct are formally smooth

A-algebras (use [M] (21.D) like in [M] (33.B)).

Let in be the maximal ideal from A. Using i) we can express CJinCi

as a filtered inductive limit of standard smooth k:— A/m-algebras. Using

Corollary (5.4) we can express also every Cu i € I as a filtered inductive

limit of standard smooth A-algebras and so we get ii).
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Now suppose that A is not countable. Let B be a finite type A-

algebra and /: B-> Af an A-morphism. By Lemma (2.2) it is enough to

show that (B, f) has a desingularization. As above using Lemmas (9.1)

and (9.3) we can express A as a filtered inductive union of countable sub-

rings, let us say A = Uie/^> such that the inclusions Dt —> A, ίel are

formally smooth. Then there exists a finite type Z)ralgebra Eι for a certain

i e I such that A (x)̂ . Et ~ B. Let f: Et -> A' be the composite map Eτ ->

A ®DiEi = B —^ Af. Since Ώi is countable there exist a standard smooth

D^algebra E[ and two Dimorphisms υt: 2^ ~> E[, wt: E —> A' such that

w ^ = /•. Take B':= B ®E. E'u v\=B®Eivi and let «;: Bf -> A' be the map

given by / and wt. Clearly (v, B\ w) form a desingularization for (By /).

Q.E.D.

§10. Some remarks on scalar extension left adjoint

Let R — Rf be an extension of rings such that R is a finitely gener-

ated free i?-module. Then a well known result (see e.g. [G], or [Gr]) says

the following

(10.1) LEMMA. There exists a functor 3FRΊB from the category of Rf-

algebras of finite type to the category of R-algebras of finite type which is

a left adjoint to the extension of scalars from R to R\

Proof (Sketch). Let el9 • , ed be a base of R over R and B: = R'[Y]l(f),

Y=(Y»' , Yn\ f = (fύiei Substituting in /t the variables (Yk) by (Yfc

+),

Y£'.= Σ?=i^A> % — (Zkj) being some new variables we can express ft{Yt)

in the following form

where (gu) are polynomials in Z over R. Take .W(B) = R[Z]j(g), g = (gu\i8.

Now, let C be an arbitrary E-algebra and u: B-+C®RR a Jϊ'-mor-

phism. The map u is completely defined by a solution y — (y19 ,yn) of

the system / in C®RR\ let us say yi = Y$^xzxt®et, zn e C. Clearly y is

a solution of/ in C®RRf iff 2 = (zzί) is a solution of g in C. The R-

morphism υ: ^(B) -> C, Z->£ is functorially associated to u. Q.E.D.

(10.2) LEMMA. Let C be a finite type R-algebra and Cf:= Rf ®RC.

Then there exists the following functorial isomorphism
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where a* is the scalar restriction from C" to R and the structure of SF' RΊR{Cf)-

algebra on C is given by the adjunction map φ: 3? RΊR(C) -> C.

Proof. It is enough to show that the functor G:—

(3PR'/Ra%)(~) "ls a ^ e ^ adjoint to the extension of scalars from C to C'.

Let Π be a finite type C'-algebra, v'\ C -> Όf its structural morphism,

E an i?-algebra, E': = R'®RE, u: C -> E a i?-morphism, u':= R®Ru and

wr\ D; —> E' a C^morphism, i.e. a iϊ'-morphism such that w'vr = u'. The

i?-morphism w: (3?RΊRa^)(Df)->E corresponding to wf by adjunction satisfies

and so there exists an unique C-morphism w: G{Df) —> E extending ίb. The

correspondence wf -> w; is bijective and functorial. Q.E.D.

(10.3) PROPOSITION. Let u; A-+A' be a ring morphism, B a finite type

A-algebra, f: B-> A' an A-morphίsm, A a finite free A-algebra, B:= A ®A B>

f:= Ά®Af and A'\= A ®AA\ Suppose that there exist a finite type smooth

A-algebra C and two A-morphisms v: B~> C, w: C-> A! such that wv =f.

Then there exist a finite type smooth A-algebra C and two A-morphism v:

B->C, w: C->A' such that wv = /.

Proof. Take C: = ̂ β/B(C) and let v: B -> C be the algebra structure

morphism. By "adjunction" there exists a B-morphism w: C —> Ar corre-

sponding to w (this holds though Af is not a finite type B-algebra cf. the

proof of Lemma (10.1)), the algebra structure of Af over B being given by

/. Thus wv = f.

On the other hand, we note that S^A/A(C) is a finite type smooth A-

algebra. Indeed, for every surjective morphism of A-algebras h: K-+M

such that Ker/i is nilpotent we have following commutative diagram

K) - ^ > Hom A l g l (C, A ®A K)

Hom(l,Λ) Hom(l,A(gu

M) -^> HomA l g 2 (C, A ®A M)

where the bases are isomorphisms and the second vertical map is surjective

by smoothness. Then the first vertical map is also surjective and so ^A

is smooth over A.

Now using Lemma (10.2) the following square is cocartesian
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B • C
V

φ being an adjunction morphism. By adjunction A ®A φ has a section,

namely the adjunction morphism ψs: B —> Ά®AάFAIA(B). Then A®Aφ

has also a section and so A ®A C is a direct factor of A ® &Λ/Λ(C). Thus

A ®,4 C is smooth over A. Using descent property of smoothness [EGA]

Part 4, (17.7.1) (A is faithfully flat over A) we get C smooth over A.

Q.E.D.

(10.4) Proof of Lemma (7.4). Using the above Lemma we can find a

finite type smooth A-algebra Bf and two A-morphisms υ: B —• B', w: Bf -^

A' such that ^L> = /. If B' is not standard smooth, apply [PJ Corollary

(3.6). Q.E.D.

Added in proof. The technique from Section 7 was improved by V.

Nica and the author in "A structure theorem on formally smooth mor-

phisms in positive characteristic'' (J. of Algebra vol. 100, n°2 (1986), 436-455)

for to get an easier proof to our Theorem (2.3).

Added in Proof. I am indebted to J. Nishimura for pointing out that

the proof of [P4] Theorem (5.2), when F contains prime ideals whose residue

fields are finite, was wrong. That proof is to be replaced by the follow-

ing one. Applying Desingularization Lemma several times we reduce to

the case when af = Π?=i Qι f° r some qt e F such that (A'/gλ are finite

fields. Let j : A! —> A'[X] be the canonical map. Appljdng the quoted

Lemma several times we find an A-algebra B" of finite type and two A-

morphisms v" \ B-*B'\ w"\ B" -> A' [X] such that w"υ" = jf and

a, C Vw'XHB::/AyAr[X] ζί qtA'iX] for all i .

Then there exists a polynomial Pe w"(HB,,/A) which is not in U?=i QiA'[X].

By Chinese Remainder Theorem we find a monic polynomial G in Af[T] of

degree > degP which is irreducible in A'/qάT] for all i. Put A = A[T]/(G),

B = A®B, B" - A (x) B", A' = A (x) A\ f - A (x) /, ιD" = A ® w". Since

{A'lq^i are fields of cardinal > degP there exists xeA\ such that P(x)

g U U ί i We have w(Hβ,,/A) = A', ίυ: B" ~* A! being given by 6 ^ - >

ιl';/(6)(x). Thus (JB ,̂ ι&), and so (B, f), has a desingularization with respect
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to A <g) u by [PJ Corollary (3.6).

our Lemma (7.4).

Then (B, f) has a desingularization by
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